Lack of motivation in the classroom causes frustration for teachers and prevents students from reaching their full potential. In this webinar Nick will set out a clear framework for understanding weak motivation and a range of approaches for tackling it.

Do you speak 2019? Aspects of Contemporary English
- Jon Hird

Today, the English Language is changing and evolving at an unprecedented rate and new words and usages are being coined all the time. This session looks at various aspects of contemporary English, and along the way, we will consider implications for teaching and learning.

The Role of the First Language in English Medium Instruction
- Eithne Gallagher

English Medium Instruction (EMI) is when some or all of the school curriculum is taught through English in contexts where learners speak English as a second language. Best practice can ensure wellbeing, higher levels of attainment, and higher motivation in your learners. In this webinar, Eithne Gallagher will offer practical solutions for incorporating the first language into EMI programmes.

"It is difficult for me to attend professional development courses outside of these webinars. These are truly blessings for me."

- Hear practical ideas from leading trainers & authors
- Keep up to date with new topics each month
- Connect with teachers around the world
- Get your questions answered

Register for upcoming webinars at: www.oup.com/elt/webinars
Oxford ELTOC 2019 – English Language Teaching Online Conference 1 - 2 March

Suitable for teachers of: All

16 speakers, 4 themes, 2 days... Join us at a time that suits you for accessible Professional Development in our first ever global online conference. Leading experts in Assessment, English Medium Instruction, Special Educational Needs, and Wellbeing will be offering new insights, tips and practical takeaways for your classroom, as well as answering your questions. Take part live to connect with teachers around the world!


#MyELToc2019

The use of the first language in EMI: how to tell parents
- Francesca La Morgia

What are the advantages of bilingual education, and how can we tell parents that the first language is an important asset for their children? Whether you teach curriculum subjects in English or not, this webinar will teach you how to explain to parents the fundamental importance of the first language as a learning tool for their children.

Bring Stories Alive: The Role of Storytelling in the ELT Classroom – Gareth Davies

Stories are our lifeblood. But do stories have a role in our classrooms? As teachers, if we are effective storytellers, then we can open a whole new world to our students. In this session, we will look at the answers to these questions and provide practical tips to help you use stories effectively in your classroom.

“Thank you for the most interesting and informative event. Looking forward to upcoming webinars. Sure they are going to be as useful”

Missed the session you wanted to attend?

Access previous webinars through our Webinar Library: